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ČASOPIS PRO PĚSTOVÁNI MATEMATIKY 
Vydává Matematický ústav ČSAV, Praha 

SVAZEK 92 * PRAHA 16. 8. 1967 * ČÍSLO 3 

ON A CLASS OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF ORDER n, 
n £ 3 

VALTER SEDA, Bratislava 

(Received June 19, 1963, in revised form July 5, 1966) 

In the papers [1], [2] the transformation theory of linear differential equations (or 
equations, as we shall write for short) was worked out. In this paper some applications 
of that theory are given. Besides the results of that theory the notations introduced 
in it will be used. Further I will denote some open interval and it will be assumed 
n ^ 3. 

The simplest homogeneous equation of the n-th order is the equation 

(i) (-*«0-)g-o. 

By this equation and by the interval I the class C of all equations of the form 

(2) ( i ( y ) « ) ^ + i k t ^ A ( x ) ^ - 0 , Pk(x)eC0(I), fc-2,...,». 

which are locally equivalent to the equation (1), is defined. As we shall see, the 
equations of this class have similar oscillatory properties as the equation (1). Further 
the class C will be studied in detail.1) 

The meaning of the equation (2) being locally equivalent to the equation (1) is 
given by the following definition ([2], Definition 5). 

*) Originally the equations of the class C were called the equations with zero fundamental 
invariants. This title is mentioned in the paper [3], which follows up this paper. Since it was shown 
that in this case there is no need for the notion of fundamental invariants, this notion was omitted 
and the title of this paper was changed. The equations with zero fundamental invariants are 
dealt with in the papers [4], [5]. 
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Definition 1« Equation (2) is caEed locally equivalent to the equation (1) if there 
exists a solution u(x) ^ 0 of its accompanying equation of the 2-nd order such that 
on each interval I2x c I, where u(x) 4= 0, the equivalence (1) IH ~ (2) I2x, IH being 
an interval, holds. 

Recall that under the accompanying equation of the 2-nd order (in short the 
accompanying equation) is meant the equation 

(3) ^l + -±-p2(X)y=:0. 
dxz n + 1 

In the paper [2] the following properties of the equations belonging to the class C 
were proved: 

1. If the equation (2) is of the class C and r(x), s(x) form a fundamental set for the 
equation (3), then on each interval I2x in which s(x) 4= 0 the equivalence (1) IH ~ 

~ (2) Jj-Wx), */V(| W " 1 ) } . w h e r e «(*) - K*)M4 $&) - '?< and c * 0 is 
a constant, is valid. 

2. The coefficients pk(x) of the equation (2) of the class C fulfil the relation pk(x) e 
eCn^k(I),k~29...,n. 

3. For each/(x) € Ctt„2(I) there exists one and only one equation (2) of the class C 
whose coefficient p2(x) = /(x), x e J. This equation shall be denoted by In(y,f(x)) = 
«- 0. Evidently In(y, 0) -= 0 is identical with the equation dnyjdxn = 0. 

4. Each equation of the class C is self-adjoint on J. 
5. Let (3f)9 (3ff) be the accompanying equations of the equation In(y,f(x)) = 0, 

I fa 9(%)) = 0> respectively. Then it holds: I fa g(t)) = 0 In~ Ifaf(x)) = 0 
hM*)> ^/VdWr1)} «*&) /i« - (3/) -U«(*), cJVdf (x)|)}, c * 0, Cl 4= 0 
are constants. 

By its properties 1 — 5 the class C is similar to the class of equations (3). In particular, 
the property 5 means that the equivalence of two equations of the class C is found if 
and only if their accompanying equations are equivalent. 

The operator standing on the left side of the equation (1) is decomposable into 
a product of n equal factors. The same assertion is valid for the operator Lon the left 
side of the equation of the class C. Here the decomposition into regular operators is 
considered ([1], p. 400). 

Theorem 1, Assume there exists a solution s(x) 4-0, xeJ , of the equation (3). 
Then ftoequation (2) is of the class C if and only if the operator [$(x)Y* L is decom
posable on 1 into a symbolic product of n equal factors 

(4) [<*)]*" L - L . . . . L . L . 

defined by the relation • 

ft 'A0')-i-(*)]V-(»-i)- /(*)^)/. . 



Proof. Let the equation (2) be of the class C. Then, by the property 1, (1) Jje ~ (2) 
I{£(*)> t(x)}. From the decomposition of the operator Linto the product of n equal 
operators L*u L*(v) = dt?/d^ the decomposition 

(6) KW-L"L '-1 , L ' 
into the product of n equal operators Lx of the first order with the coefficient at their 
first derivative equal to l/<f (*), follows by Corollary to Theorem 9, [ l ] . Here I%(v) = 
= 0 J*̂  ~ Lx(y) = 0 J{£(x), r(x)}. From these two conditions and from the fact that 
r(x) = c/VClrWl""1) we obtain that 

If in the function £(x) = r(x)/s(x) such a solution r(x) of the equation (3) is chosen 
that the Wronskian of the functions r(x), s(x) is equal to - 1 , then (4) follows from 
(6) and (5) from (7). 

Conversely, let the decomposition (4) on J exist, where the operator Lt is given 
by (5). If we put f(x) = l/[s(x)]2, *(x) = [s(x)]"-1, xel9 then I*(v) = 0 I*H ~ 
~ Lt(y) = 01{£(x)9 *(x)}. Further i(x)9 t(x) e C»(I) and l/([s(x)]2 ^(x) )= 1. From 
this, by virtue of Corollary to Theorem 10, [1], follows (1) J*̂  ~ (2) J{£(x), *(x)}, and 
the theorem is proved. 

Remark 1. Theorem 1 also follows from Theorem 4.4 and Remark 4.5a) in [4], 
p. 180. 

If the non-regular operators are considered, then we get from Theorem 1 

Corollary. The equation (2) belongs to the class C if and only if, for an arbitrary 
solution s(x) ^p Oof the equation (3) there exists on I a decomposition of the operator 
[s(x)]2n Linto the symbolic product (4) of n equal factors given by the relation (5). 

Theorem 2. Let r(x), s(x)form on I a fundamental set for the equation (3). Then 
the equation (2) is of the class C if and only if the functions 

(8) [K^r ' tsMr 1 . k=l,...,n 
form a fundamental set on I for this equation. 

Proof. Let the equation (2) be of the class C and let I*x c I be an arbitrary interval 
on which s(x) # 0 and whose each endpoint is either a zero of s(x) or an endpoint 
of J. Then, by virtue of property 1, the functions 

() m*rr 
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form a fuadatoental set for (2) on I*x. Here £(x) « r(x)js(x). From this we obtain 
that the functions (8) also form a fundamental set for the equation (2) on I*x as well 
as on the union of all intervals I*x. From the continuity of the coefficients of the equa
tion (2) and from the fact that r(x)9 s(x) e Cn(l) it follows that the functions (8) 
satisfy the equation (2) at the common endpoints of the intervals I*x9 too. 

Let the functions (8) form a fundamental set for the equation (2) on I and let I*x 

have the same meaning as before. We put £(x) = r(x)js(x)9 t(x) = l/VCl^'Ml"""1)-
Evidently £(x)$ t(x) have all properties of the carrier of equivalence. Since yk(x) are 
equal, up to a multiplicative constant, to the functions (9), the fundamental set 
*>*(<*) ** £*""*> fc «» 1,..., » for the equation (1) is transformed into a basis of solutions 
of the equation (2) on I2x. From this it follows (1) I*$ ~ (2) I*x9 and thus the equation 
(2) is shown to be of the class C. 

Remark 2. Theorem 2 also follows from Lemma 4.1 in [4], p. 179. 
In what follows, we shall take the same basis r(x), s(x) of solutions of the equation 

(3). Then from the Theorem 2 it follows that the general solution of the equation (2) 
belonging to the class C can be written in the form 

* - i (io) x*) = MK*)r *[<*)] 
*--i 

ci9..., cn are constants. To this expression the polynomial 
(H) ^(e) = £<*?"-* 

of the degree at most n — 1 may be associated in a one-to-one manner. This 
polynomial will be called the auxiliary polynomial. It will be said to be dominating 
if it is exactly of the degree n — 1. The set of all solutions of the equation (2) belonging 
to the class C is isomorphic to the set of all polynomials which are of the degree at 
most n — 1. From now on, we shall not consider the trivial solution of the equation 
(2) and its corresponding polynomial. 

From the relation between the function (10) and the polynomial (11) it follows that 
this function can be similarly factorated as its auxiliary polynomial. 

Lemma h The auxiliary polynomial Py(g) is of the degree n - I, 1 S I _S n 
and can be factorated into the factors 

(12) PMs±ic*Qn~kis:Ci(Q~Qi)~<(Q-Qn--i)> <?i + 0, 

if and only if the function y given by the relation (10) can be written in the form 

(13) y{x) = cHx)Tv • W) - et s{x)] ... [r(x) - 6n_, S(x)] . 
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Proof If (12) is valid, then y(x) =- [s(x)]l'x £ ck[r(x)]H~k [s(x)]*~'. Further, on 
k- - l 

the intervals I*x where s(x) + 0 we can write 

y(x) = [s(x)rlick(r(x)ls(x))'-^ 

- M r 1 {««[(<*)/«*» - ffj... [«*)/<*» - fc-j) -
= ^ ( x ) ] ' - 1 [r(x) - £x s(x)] ... [r(x) - &,_, s(x)] . 

From the continuity of the functions on both sides of the equation (13) this equality 
is valid at the zeros of s(x)9 too. 

The converse implication can be proved on the interval I*x. 

Corollary. The product of exactly n — 1 solutions of the equation (3) is a solution 
of the equation (2) belonging to the class C. 

Proof. The product y*(x) of exactly n — 1 solutions of the equation (3i) can be 
written in the form (13), where 1 ^ / ^ n, cx + 0, Q19..., #„_, (if I ~= n9 y*(x) == 

= cJX*)]""1) are some numbers. Let £ ckQ
n"k be a polynomial with Q19 ..., e«-i 

ft=-l n 

being its roots. By Lemma 1, the equality y*(x) = £ c*[r(x)]"~ *[$(*)]* ~* holds, 

which implies, with respect to Theorem 2, the assertion. 

Remark 3. Corollary also follows from Corollary to Lemma 5, [5], p. 31. 
From the Lemma also follows 

Theorem 3. The auxiliary polynomial (12) of the solution y(x) of the equation (2) 
belonging to the class C has a decomposition 

(12') Py(Q) = C,(Q - Ql) ... (Q - Qm) (Q2 4- *lQ + pt)... (Q2 + <v> + pq) 

where Q19 ..., Qm9 ccl9 pl9..., ccq9 Pq are real numbers9 not necessarily different and 
Px - a i / 4 > °> •..» Pq -

 a«/4 >09m + 2q*=n-lif and only if the function y 
can be written in the form 

(13') y(x) = ct[s(x)y- - [r(x) - Ql s(x)] ... [r(x) - 6m <*)] . 

. {[r(*) + f*(*)J + iPx " «?M) W*)P J • • 

• • • {[K*) + | <*)J + fo - «,2/4) lX*)p] • 
Proof. In (12') the expressions Q2 + OL^Q + p^ w m 1,..., q are obtained by 

multiplying the factors with the complex conjugate roots ow ± itw. With them the 
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factors of the form r(x) - (<rw + iiw) $(x)9 r(x) — (<rw — itw) s(x) are associated, 
which by multiplying each other give [r(x)]2 + aw r(x) s(x) + j8w[s(x)]2 = [r(x) 4-
+ («w/2)S(x)P + (/Sw-aJt/4) [s(x)]2. 

By a converse procedure the second part of the theorem will be proved. 
With help of the mentioned Corollaries to Theorem 2 we shall prove some theorems 

concerning tlie zero-points of the solutions of the equation (2) belonging to the class C. 
Here the definition of the type for the equation (3) introduced in [6], p. 231, and the 
following definition will be used. 

Definition 2. The equation (2) is of the type k (^ 1) on the interval Ix e I" if each 
of its solutions has at most k zeros on Ix and there exists a solution of this equation 
having exactly k zeros on Ix. Here each zero-point is counted as many times as its 
multiplicity indicates. 

Theorem 4. The equation (2) of the class C is of the type k(n — 1) on the interval 
Ix%zlif and only if the equation (3) is of the type konIx. 

Proof. If (3) is of the type k on Il9 then every solution of the equation (2) of the 
class C being of the form (13'), by the Theorem 3, has at most k(n - 1) zero-points 
on Ix and at the same time there exists a solution of this equation having exactly 
k(n — 1) zero-points on Ix. Thus a one-to-one correspondence between the type of 
the equation (3) and that of the equation (2) is given. 

Corollary. If the equation (2) of the class C is non-oscillatory on the interval Ix 

(that means if it is of the type n — 1 on Ix)9 then there exists a non-vanishing on J t 

solution of this equation. 
From the Theorem 3 immediately follows 

Theorem 5. Let the equation (2) of the class C be of odd order. Then each solution 
of this equation, whose auxiliary polynomial is dominating and having only 
complex conjugate roots, is non-vanishing on L 

Theorem 6. Let the equation (2) of the class C be of even order. Then it has a non-
vanishing solution on I if and only if it is non-oscillatory on I. 

Proof. Let the solution y(x) of this equation have no zero-point on I. If its auxiliary 
polynomial is dominating, then this polynomial is of odd degree and has at least one 
root Qt. In the decomposition (13') a non-vanishing on I factor r(x) — QX S(X) 
corresponds to it. Therefore, both the equation (3) and the equation (2) of the class C 
are non-oscillatory on /. If the auxiliary polynomial of the solution y(x) is not 
dominating, then in the decomposition (13') the factor [^(x)]1""1, / ^ 2 without 
zeros on 7 occurs and the assertion is valid again. 

Th§ second part of the Theorem was stated in Corollary to Theorem 4. 
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Remark 4. Theorem 5 strengthens the Remark 7 in [5], p. 32. Theorem 6 com
pletes Theorem 1 in [5], p. 31. 

Let now a € I be an arbitrary point. Consider the set M(a) of all solutions y(x) of 
the equation (2) of the class C having a zero at a. The zero-points of the solution 
y(x) e M(a) situated on the right (on the left) from the point a, provided they exist, 
can be enumerated. On the right let they be the points 

a =- ax £ a2 <; ... S an-x == ̂ « == ••• =S «2(»-i) ==" am-\ ==• ••• == «3(I»-D =S ••• 

and on the left 

. . . <; a„Hn„t) <; . . . == «- (2»- i ) == ^ - 2 ( « - D == . . . == <*-» == fl-(«~i) =" ••• ^ 

^ a . 2 == « - i ;= tf. 

Each point is counted as many times as its multiplicity indicates. If, e.g., the point a 
is a fc-tuple zero-point of the solution y(x), then a = a1 = ... = afc<.1<aJt (if there 
exists the last point) and a~k < a^(k^t) = ... = a^t = a (if the point a_fc exists). 

Definition 3. Let y(x)eM(a), and let fc be a natural number. Then the point 
ak(n-i)(a-k(n-i))

 W1W be called the k-th successive (the k-th preceding) conjugate 
point to the point a of the solution y(x). Further the fc-th successive (the fc-th preceding) 
conjugate point to the point a of the equation (2) belonging to the class C will be 
defined as the lower bound of the fc-th successive (as the upper bound of the fc-th 
preceding) conjugate points to the point a of all solutions y(x) e M(a). 

If there is no solution y(x) € M(a) having the fc-th successive (the fc-th preceding) 
conjugate point to the point a, then we shall say that there does not exist the fc-th 
successive (the fc-th preceding) conjugate point to the point a of the equation (2) 
belonging to the class C. 

Theorem 7. Let the equation (2) be of the class C, let kbe a natural number, and 
let y0(x) be the solution of the considered equation having (n — l)-tuple zero-point 
at the point a el. Then the k-th successive (the k-th preceding) conjugate point to 
the point a of the equation (2) exists if and only if there exists the k-th successive 
(the k-th preceding) conjugate point to the point a of the solution y(x). If both the 
points exist, then they are equal to each other. 

Proof. The theorem will be proved only for the successive conjugate points. The 
case of the preceding conjugate points can be dealt with similarly. Each solution y(x) e 
e M(a) contains a factor [s(x)]k, 1 £ k £ n — 1, s(x) being a solution of the equation 
(3) with a simple zero a, in its decomposition (13'). Here j^x)]"~1 appears if and only 
if y(x) are linearly dependent with yo(*)- Therefore the fc-th successive conjugate 
point ak to the point a of the solution y$(x) is identical with the fc-th successive con
jugate point to the point a of the solution s(x). Since the solutions y(x) e M(a) are 
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not multiples of yo(x)$ the product of at most n — 1 solutions of the accompanying 
equation may appear in the decomposition (13'). From this, by virtue of the Separa
tion Theorem* the statement of the theorem follows. 

From the proof it can be easily seen the following 

Corollary. The conjugate points of the equation (2) of the class C are identical 
with the conjugate points of its accompanying equation (3). 

From the proof of the last theorem it also follows that except the solution y0(x), 
all solutions y(x) e M(a) being products of n — 1 solutions of the equation (3) have 
the same conjugate points as the equation (2). Further, we see that all zeros of the 
solution y0(x) are (n — l)-tuple, whereby for even n the values of the function 
^0 - 1 )(x) change their sign at these points while for n odd they are of the same sign. 

From the Separation Theorem, using Theorem 3, we get that the behaviour of the 
2ero*-points of the other solutions y(x) of the equation (2) belonging to the class C is 
the skme between two successive zeros of the solution y0(x), that is, if a, 6 and c, d 
are two pairs of the neighbouring zero-points of the solution y0(x), then y(x) has the 
same number of zeros on (a, b) as on (c, d)9 whereby the order of the multiplicity of 
the zeros is the same on both the intervals. In a similar manner we obtain this generali
zed separation theorem. 

Theorem 8* Let the equation (2) be of the class C and let y0(x) be its arbitrary 
solution with (n — l)-tuple zeros. Then in the case of even n every solution y(x) of 
the equation (2) that is not a multiple of y0(x) must vanish between any two succes
sive zeros of yo(x). If n is odd, this statement holds for any solution y(x) of the 
equation (2) with at least one zero-point on I. 

Let us consider the ft-th order equation with constant coefficients defined for n 
even by the symbolic product 

(14.) [ | 2 + (n - l f ] [ ^ + 0 - 3 )» ] . . . [ - £ + 1*]. - 0 , { « ( - « , , 00), 

and for n odd by the relation 

(,4-> [$+(" - 1 ) 2 ] [£ + ( n - *]• ••[£+*]£• - °-{e(-' 
l i e general solution of the equation (I4e) is 

nil 

(45#) t<0~£Ec.%co§.(?fc- !)£ +rf*sin(2]k~ l ) f | f 

cM and dk are constants, while that of (14#) is 

(If*) < £ ) * % + X [e*cos2fc£ + d*sin2fc£L 
k m i • * • 

00 
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ck and dk are constants. From the definition of the equations (14e), (140) it follows 
that they are of the form 

iw\ dnt> £ (n\ /Bv dn"kv A 

With respect to the equalities 
n / 2 /n 4- 1\ (»-D/2 / n • i \ 
X (2fc-l)2 = f + M , niseven, £ (2fc)2 - ( + ) , n is odd , 

*=i \ 3 / *«i \ 3 / 

we obtain q2(£) = (n + l)/3. Thus the accompanying equation of the equations 
(14e), (140) is the equation 

(3') -"l + r - 0 . 
v J de 
Further it is true that the equations (I4e), (140) are of the class C on the interval 
(-oo, oo). In fact, because of the trigonometrical identity 

i~w+#-'-»{££%%i-*r(' ~ X™') e"""'"!""i • 
k = 1,..., n 

we have that with the functions (15e), (150) the functions 

(16) (cos Z)*-k (sin {)*"' , Jfc = 1,..., n 

are the solutions of (14e), (140), too. Conversely, by making linear combinations 
from the system (16) we get the functions (cos £)»~2*-* (sin £)*"*, fe = 1,..., n — 21 
for I = 0 ,1 , . . . , (n/2) — 1, if n is even and I = 0 ,1 , . . . , (n — l)/2 if n is odd, respecti
vely. From these functions, by means of the relation 

cos (n - 1 - 21) <* + i sin (n - 1 - 21) { = 

= "ia' (" T 1 7 2 I ) <k"i(~s « r a,"fc (sin ^ r 1 

* = 1 \ K — 1 / 

the functions (15e), (150) can be obtained. Thus the functions (16) form a fundamental 
set for the equation (14#), (140), respectively. By Theorem 2 these equations belong to 
the class C on (-oo, oo). From this, in virtue of the property 5 of the equations 
belonging to the class C and of the equivalence (3') It ~ (3) J, lt is an interval, it 
follows 

Theorem 9* If the equation (2) is of the class C and n is even (it is odd)f then there 
exists an interval I\ such that(U0)It ~ (2) J((140) It ~ (2)1). 
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With regard to Definition 1 and Theorem 9 the equation (1) and the equation (140), 
(140) will be called a typical non-oscillatory and oscillatory equation of the class C, 
respectively. 

Consider the nonhomogeneous equation 

(17) * Uy)~ Pn+x(x), pn+t(x)eC0(i), 

whose corresponding homogeneous equation (2) is of the class C. 
Assume the equation (2) is non-oscillatory on I and pn+t(x) has exactly k zeros on 

this interval, 0 ^ f e < +oo. Then (1) It ~ (2)l{£(x), *(*)}, Ix is an interval. If x(£) 
is the inverse function to £(x), f t({) = l/*[x(£)] and 

(18) J-M«Ni(OA+iWfl]^ ^h, 

then in virtue of Theorems 1 a 8, [1], (17) I ~ (18)It{x(Z)91^)} holds. The right 
side of (18) has exactly k zero-points. Using Rolle's Theorem successively we get that 
every solution of this equation has at most k + n zeros in I1. The same is true for 
the solutions of the equation (17) on I. This completes the proof of 

Theorem 10. Let the corresponding homogeneous equation of the equation (17) 
be of the class C and let be non-oscillatory on L Let p„+i(x) have exactly k zeros 
in L Then every solution of the equation (17) has at most k 4- n zeros. 

Consider now the case that the equation (2) being of the class C is oscillatory on J, 
that is, there exists at least one its solution having infinitely many zeros in L Then, 
from Theorem 3 it follows that for n even every solution of the equation (2) has 
infinitely many zeros, while in the case of n odd this is true for each solution having 
at least one zero-point. 

Suppose n is even and the function pn+i(x) is given by the relation 

(19) ft+i(*) " / ( * ) « ( * ) 

where f(x) € C0(I), f(x) *. 0, x e I, and u(x) is a solution of (2) with (n - l)-tuple 
zeros. If we denote 

Where #($ * [* t$M*(0 ]> s(0 * *t(Q «M03» i Gh> then from the Theorem 9 
we get (17) I ~ (20)j1{x(^), **(£)}. Herex(£)is the inverse function to £(x), tt(%) « 
m l /€^ ) ]» w l t e r e by (14.) Ji ~ (2)/{^(x), t(x)}. With regard to the meaning of the 
fiuttttaai ^)f *i(f) the function $(%) ^presents a solution of (I4e) having infinitely 
Many (n - l)-tuple 2^r>pbmts. 
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The oscillatory properties of the solutions of the equation (20) will be dealt with 
on the basis of a Comparison Theorem which is a generalization of the classical 
Sturm's Theorem. For this purpose let us consider two equations of the 2n-th order 

(21) u(2"> + a2u
(2»-2> + a4u

(2»'*> + ... + a2n-2u" + <p2n(x)u - cp2n+1(x) 

(22) t;(2»> + a2t>
(2""2> + a^2"^ + ... + au^xT + +Jx) v - ^2n+i(x), 

in which a2,..., a2ll_2 are some constants, (p2n(x)9 <p2n+i(x), ^2„(x), ̂ 2n+i(x)e 
e C0(/i),/i is an interval, u(I> = d'u/dx', t)(,) == dlvjdxl, / =- 1,..., 2«. Let u(x) be 
a solution of the former equation and let v(x) be a solution of the latter one. By 
simple combining these equations we get for x e ^ 

u(x) t>(2">(x) - u(2">(x) v(x) + a2[u(x) t>(2"-2>(x) - u(2"~2>(x) t<x)] .+ . . . + 

+ fl2.-2[«W v'(x) - u"(x) t<x)] 4- J>2„(*) - q>2n(x)\ u(x) v(x) = 

= ^2«+ 1 (*) " (*) - <?2» + l ( * ) < * ) . 

Integrating this equality on the interval <xt, x2> c Ilf we come to the relation 

["S(-l)* {"^M ^(2rt"1"fc)(x) - uV»-l-k)(x) t>(*>(x)}]£ + 
*--o 
w-2 

+ a2[Z(-l) f c{" ( k )Wu C 2 n"3"k )W - t/(2"-3-fc>(x)t;(*>(x)}]^ + ... +•• 
Jfe-=0 

+ a2n.2[u(x) v'(x) - u'(x) t;(x)]£ + J \ilf2n(x) - <p2n(x)] u(x) t<x) dx » 
J xi 

= O 2»+1(*) "(x) - <p2n+ i(x) v(x)] dx . 
J xi 

Under the assumption that the solution u(x) of the equation (21) fulfils the conditions 

(23) u(xi) - u'(*i) « . . . = • u(2w-2>(x1) - 0, u«*-l\xt) + 0 

u(x2) - u'(x2) -=-...= u(2"~2>(x2) - 0, u ^ - ^ x , ) * 0 

the last equality reduces to the form 

(24) -«<*"»>(.-.) v(Xl) + u^-l\Xl) t>(x.) + TDM*) " 9U*)1 "to 
J*l 

v(x) dx =- [> 2ll+ i(x) u(x) - <p2ll+i(x>t<x)] dx , 
J*i 

From it we get the following Comparison Theorem: 
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Theorem 11. Let the following conditions on the interval <x1? x2> be satisfied: 

i. 9*1*)'S^U*)-
2. <p2n+l(*) « 0. 
3. Let u(x) be a solution o/(21) satisfying the conditions (23). 
4. Let sgn ti(2M~1)(x1) # sgn u(2,,~1)(x2) and 1/ <p2ll(x) s# ^2„(x) on <xi9x2}9 let 

u(x) # 0, xe(xi9x2). 
5. Ut \lf2n+t(x) = f(x) u(x)9 f(x) € C0<x1, x2>. 

Tften, i//(x) Jg; 0(^0) on <xl9 x2> and if there exists a solution v(x) of (22) such 
that v(x) # 0, x € (xl9 x2), sgn v(x) # sgn u**"""1^) (sgn t;(x) = sgn w(2B"*1)(x1)), 
X€(x1? x2), then the equation (22) is identical with the equation (21) and v(xt) = 
= t?(x2) = 0. 

Particularly, if f(x) s O o n <xl5 x2> and if there exists a non-vanishing on 
(xi9 x2) solution v(x) of the equation (22), then the equation (22) is identical with the 
equation (21) and v(xt) = t?(x2) = 0. 

Proof. Consider the case/(x) 2> 0 on <xl5 x2>. Then the right side of (24) being 
equal to J** f(x) [M(X)]2 dx is not negative. If <p2n(x) =$= $2n(x), then ti(x) > 0 ( < 0) on 
(x t,x2). Simultaneously ii(2""'1)(x1) > 0(<0) and u(2n"%)(x2) < 0(>0). Suppose 
there exists a solution v(x) of (22) such that v(x) < 0 (>0) on (xi9 x2). This imphes 
that in (24) the irst term is gO and the second one <0. From the obtained contradic
tion the equality <p2n(x) = ^2n(x) on <xl9 x2> follows. Then in (24) the first term must 
be equal to 0. This arises if and only if v(xt) = v(x2) = 0. Simultaneously it must 
^ fx\f(x) M*)]2 dx •• 0. This gives/(x) = 0 on <x1? x2>, q.e.d. 

The case/(x) g 0 can be treated similarly. 
By similar consideration Theorem IT will be proved. 

Theorem 11'. Let the assumptions 1 — 5 of Theorem 11 be satisfied. Then, if 
f(x) > 0 (<0) on (xi9 x2), there does not exist the solution v(x) of the equation (22) 
such that v(x) ti(2,,""1)(x1) £ 0 (^0), x e <xl5 x2>. 

Corollary. Let the following conditions be satisfied on Ix: 

1. 92n(*) £ $2n(*y 
2. <P2n+l(x) - 0. 
3. Let u(x) be a solution of the equation (21) with (2n — lytuple zeros xm m = 

* l,2»'.,Mo»Ij. 
4. Let for each m sgn ui2*~ty(xm) # sgnti(2,,""1)(xJII+1) and if <p2a(x) $ ^2lf(x)» 

x e <xlil, xm+t)$ then let u(x) # 0, x e (xm xm+ty 
5. Let $%n4i(x) «• f(x) u(x)9f(x)€ C0(Ii),/(x) 4s 0, x e l ^ T/ren et?ery solution v(x) 

of the equation (22) changes its sign in the interval (xm xlfl+2) at least once, 
»t-* 1,2, .*. 
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Proof. For the sake of definiteness let us assume that/(x) > 0 on Iv I(v(x) did 
not change its sign on (xm, xm+2) at least once, the inequality v(x) ui2n~"X)(xM) S 0, 
v(x) uC2n~1)(xirl4.1) g 0, would hold on one of the intervals <xw, xm+1>, <xin+1, xm+2} 
but this is not possible. 

Return now to the equation (20). This equation is of the form (22) and its correspond
ing homogeneous equation (14) has the form (21). If {£m} denotes the sequence of 
zeros of the solution s(£) of the equation (14c), then by Corollary to Theorem 11', 
whose all assumptions have been satisfied, every solution v(t;) of the equation (20) 
changes its sign on the intervals (£m £m+2) at least once. With respect to the equiva
lence of the equations (20), (17) this implies 

Theorem 12. Let n be even, let the equation (2) be of the class C. Let u(x) be its 
solution with infinitely many (n — \)-tuple zeros xm on L Letf(x) e C0(I),f(x) + 0 
for xeL Then every solution v(x) of the nonhomogeneous equation (17), whose right 
side pn+1(x) is given by (19), changes its sign on every interval (xm, xm+l) at least 
once. 

Remark 5. Theorems 10 and 12 represent a generalization of the theorems con
cerning the character of the solutions of 2-nd order nonhomogeneous equations, given 
in paper [7]. 
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Výťah 

O JEDNEJ TRIEDE LINEÁRNYCH DIFERENCIÁLNYCH RO^ÍÍC 
n-TÉHO RÁDU 

VALTER ŠEDA, Bratislava 

V práci sa aplikuje teória transformácie lineárnych diferenciálnych rovnic (v ďalšom 
len rovnic) n-tého rádu, uvedená v prácach [1], [2] na triedu rovnic (2) lokálně ekvi-
valetných s rovnicou Í>(W) = 0 v intervale L Rovnice tejto triedy sú samoadjungované, 
ďalej operátor vystupujúci na lávej straně týchto rovnic dá sa rozložif na symbolický 
súČin n rovnakých faktorov (veta 1). Fundamentálny systém riešení rovnice triedy C 
je určený vzfahom (8) pomocou fundamentálneho systému riešení r(x), s(x) jej 
sprievodnej rovnice (3) (veta 2). Z toho plynie, že každé riešenie rovnice (2) z C 
možno rozložit na súčin riešení rovnice (3) podobné ako sa rozkládá polynom na 
súžíin kořenových činitelov (veta 3). Vzhladom na to je typ rovnice z C rovný (n — 1)-
násobku typu rovnice (3) (veta 4). Rovnica z triedy C nepárneho rádu má vždy rieše
nie bez nulového bodu. Rovnica parného rádu má také riešenie právě vtedy, ak je 
neoscilatorická (vety 5 a 6). Ďalej platí, že medzi dvoma koreňami riešenia y0(x) 
rovnice z C, ktoré má (n — l)-násobné kořene, leží aspoň jeden nulový bod každého 
riešenia y(x) sjs c y0(x) tejto rovnice (ktoré má aspoň jeden nulový bod, ak je n 
nepárne) (veta 8). 

Predstavitelom rovnic triedy C slúži rovnica (14c) pre n párne a rovnica (140) pre n 
nepárne (veta 9). Vety 10 a 12 týkajú sa charakteru riešení nehomogénnej rovnice 
(17), ktorej zodpovedajúca homogénna rovnica (2) je z triedy C. Ak rovnica (2) 
a pravá strana pn+t(x) sú neoscilatorické, to isté platí aj o riešeniach rovnice (17) 
(veta 10), Ak ale n je párne, rovnica (2) je oscilatorická, u(x) je jej riešenie s (n — 1)-
násobnými nulovými bodmi, a f(x) =t= 0, potom sú všetky riešenia rovnice (17) 
s pravou stranou (19) ošcilatorické. 

Резюме 

ОБ ОДНОМ КЛАССЕ ЛИНЕЙНЫХ ДИФФЕРЕНЦИАЛЬНЫХ 
УРАВНЕНИЙ и-ОГО ПОРЯДКА 

ВАЛЬТЕР ШЕДА (Уакег §еаа), Братислава 

В работе применяется теория преобразований линейных дифференциальных 
уравнешй (далее только „уравнений") п-ого порядка, разработанная в работах 
[1], [2], на класс С уравнений (2) локально эквивалентных с уравнением ь(п) « 0 
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в интервале I. Уравнения этого класса самосопряжены, далее, оператор, стоя
щий в левой части этих уравнений, разлагается на символическое произве
дение п одинаковых факторов (теорема 1). Фундаментальная система реше
ний уравнения класса С определена соотношением (8) с помощью фунда* 
ментальной системы решений г(х), $(х) его сопровождающего уравнения (3) 
(теорема 2). Из этого вытекает, что всякое решение уравнения (2) из С можно 
разложить на произведение решений уравнения (3) темже образом, как разла*-
гаем многочлен на произведение корневых множителей (теорема 3). Ввиду того, 
тип уравнения из С равен (п — 1)-вой кратности типа уравнения (3) (теорема 4). 
Уравнение из класса С нечетного порядка имеет всегда решение без нулевой 
точки. Уравнение четного порядка имеет такое решение тогда и только тогда, 
если оно не колеблющееся (теоремы 5 и 6). Далее имеет место утверждение, что 
между двумя нулями решения у0(х) уравнения из С с ( п - 1)-кратными кор
нями лежит по крайней мере один нуль всякого решения у(х) ф с у0(х) этого 
уравнения (которое имеет по крайней мере одну нулевую точку, если п нечет<-
ное) (теорема 8). 

Представителем уравнений класса С служит уравнение (14е) для п четного 
и уравнение (140) для п нечетного (теорема 9). Теоремы 10 и 12 касаются харак
тера решений неоднородного уравнения (17), соответствующее однородное 
уравнение (2) которого принадлежит классу С. Если уравнение (2) и функция 
рп+х(х) неколеблющиеся, то то же самое верно и о решениях уравнения (17) 
(теорема 10). Если п четное, уравнение (2) колеблющееся, м(х)-его решение 
с (п — 1)-кратными нулями и /(х) Ф 0, то все решения уравнения (17) с функ
цией рп+1(х), даной (19), колеблющиеся. 
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